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passed far over our heads pointing northward. It was a lovely
sight in the midst of the desert.   They will be going to Qatar,
said 'Ali, that is the direction and we often see them on the
coast there.   Zaid, the cook, had reported seeing the tracks of
a Stone Curlew right down by the edge of the camp, and this
bird proved a regular visitor each night though we never had a
glimpse of it.   Yet its persistence suggested some attraction
by the water or moisture of the well area, while the occurrence
of the earths of foxes in the near neighbourhood of the well
here and at Umm al Hadid—the same fact was observed at
other wells and suspected well-sites at later stages of our
march in this Khiran district—seemed to argue that the Desert
Pox does not eschew water and frequents its vicinity.   I sug-
gested to 'Ali that, if he would seek water to dig at in these
sands, he would do well to select suitable spots in firm ground
burrowed by foxes.   The small desert birds were also here and
hereabout in comparative plenty, while on two occasions
during the daytime I saw a single Humming-bird Hawk moth.
Having sufficiently explored 'Ain Sala and its immediate
neighbourhood I decided on an excursion to the watering of
Adraj about 10 miles distant to the north-west.   Thither,
accordingly, we proceeded on the 12th—a small party of seven
without tents or other impedimenta—to spend the night
there and return on the following day.   The country tra-
versed, with Salim as our guide, was similar to that we had
already seen when coming to 'Ain Sala.   The pastures, how-
ever, seemed to be better while the only prominent feature
of the march was the long and fairly lofty dune range of
Hamran Adraj, lying north-east by south-west across our
path for several miles in each direction.    Beyond it we
traversed a wide billowing plain bounded at the further side
by the higher range of Adraj itself.
Salim was not very certain of his bearings here, but turned
to the right along the foot of the ridge in the hope of finding
an easy passage across it. As we marched our camels became
excited at their—and my—first sight of the most beautiful
of all the Desert bushes. The yellow cup-like flower and
frosted leaves of the ZaJir made a charming picture indeed
in such surroundings and, though I saw the plant in plenty

